Estimator
Are you interested in joining a highly motivated and experienced estimating team as we
continue on our growth trajectory? If you’re a proven self-starter who sweat’s the details,
can easily juggle multiple projects while meeting all deadlines and you know print
production flow… we’re looking for You!!
Brant InStore is a single source provider of in-store sign programs. Small and large
format litho, screen, digital, traditional dye sublimation, design, fulfillment, warehousing
and distribution. This full suite of services combined with our unmatched “speed to
market” capabilities and our turnkey design services are all delivered at some of the
most competitive price models offered in the industry. At Brant InStore we strive to never
let our customer down, it is part of our culture, and the very fabric that built Brant InStore
into the industry leader it is today.
For you and Brant InStore to achieve success, we need you to be reliable, bring a
positive attitude to the work-day challenges every day and be committed to your own
personal development and our success.
In this important role you will:
 Develop detailed estimating knowledge of all the production and finishing equipment
and procedures used here and a strong working knowledge of our estimating software
 Act as a resource to the sales team on complex products requiring specific knowledge
 Work in partnership with the estimating team selecting jobs from the common queue
estimating necessary requirements and costs based on supplied standards/pricing
 Balance and manage your time between multiple ongoing quotes and RFQ’s,
assisting others on the team so that together we maintain high output levels
 Develop an understanding of our customer’s requirements working with the sales
team, our account managers and our production/finishing leaders
 Develop a strong knowledge of new technologies and processes and assist in the
develop of new estimating tools to improve customer service
 Seek out pricing from vendors and suppliers, work with internal sources and formulate
job cost estimates for digital, litho and screen projects
To make it to the short list you’ll need:
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To be a guru at prioritizing and completing jobs, projects, RFQ’s in a high-pressure
environment all the while reacting swiftly to project alterations and adjustments
Knowledge of large format digital, litho and screen printing and large format
materials substrates and rolls gained in a commercial print environment or creative
agency
Knowledge of finishing methods, die cutting, POP displays, carton making, kitting
and packaging
Experience with print MIS software and expert knowledge of the MS Office suite of
software
Post secondary degree or diploma in graphic arts or related field e.g., Ryerson
GCM
To be meticulous, detailed & accurate

Have you been saying, “got it, done that” as you’ve read through this? Great, now send
your pitch to George Sutton.
George Sutton
Human Resources/Environmental Health & Safety Manager
Brant InStore
555 Greenwich Street
Brantford, Ontario Canada, N3T 5T3
Phone: 519.759.4361 ext. 4005
Mobile: 226.934.8574
Fax: 519.759.0526

George.Sutton@brantinstore.com
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